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ENDOMETREOSIS AWARENESS MONTH

Message from Charlotte

Endometriosis (pronounced en- doh – mee – tree – oh – sis) is a condition where
cells (similar to the ones found in the uterus) are found elsewhere in the body.
Each month these cells react in the same way as a period does. Unlike the cells in the
uterus that leave the body, this blood has no way to escape.
In the UK, around 1.5 million women and those assigned female at birth are currently
living with the condition, regardless of race or ethnicity. Endometriosis can affect you
from puberty to menopause, although the impact may be felt for life Endometriosis UK
Endometriosis is expected to affect 1 in 10 women but is known to be hugely
underdiagnosed or misdiagnosed. The chronic illness Endo community is vast and
incredibly supportive!
Here are just a few accounts for you to follow and reach out to if you're lost for
where to go:
@miranda.burns - Miranda is a radio presenter and endo advocate. She's shared her
incredible journey through her Instagram: child loss, IVF and endo awareness.
@sophs_unfiltered - you may recognise this name from our previous newsletter.
Soph is an endo advocate and has her own small business selling empowering
apparel.
@innaboxdesign - Another spoonie business known for their chronic illness
character pins and quirky illustrations.

Spoonie Business:
Unfiltered Clothing.
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Hiking with HEDS
by Charlotte Bull
Yepp, you heard me correctly. I am going to talk
about hiking with my connective tissue disorder.
Hypermobile Ehlers Danlos Syndrome - yes they had
to give it a fancy name of course!!

I have had various people message this year telling
me they are jealous of the fact i can go for hikes and
wild swims whilst living with HEDS but I want to
explain how I prepare myself and adapt to be able to
experience the things I am lucky to experience.

Firstly, I have a steady gym routine. Most mornings
at around 6am (after snoozing 2/3 alarms) I will get
up and make my way to the gym. Once there, I do
whatever I feel my body can handle that day.
@chronicleofcharlotte
I don't wander in and pick up the heaviest weight going or sprint for miles on the treadmill. Some days I
am there for 10 minutes and others I am there for 45minutes to an hour. I focus heavily on my lower body
because I want to be strong enough to hike! Squats and lunges and of course the machines in the gym will
assist me. You don't have to do these weighted, if you want to have a bit of resistance though, start small.
My legs and hips are a pain point for me, particularly my right hip. Now I have been consistent with this
for almost a year, all of those 20 minute gym sessions do add up and I am even lifting heavier weights now
(when I fancy it). You have to be patient and a few months down the line you will feel yourself getting
stronger.
Okay so it isn't as easy as just that. When preparing for a hike I make sure I have plenty of water,
NSAIDs, my hip brace and walking poles! Sometimes I will use them, sometimes I won't but it's good to be
prepared. Don't be afraid to rest. Don't be afraid to power through. It is totally your choice and your body
you need to listen to.
Also, Hiking is amazing because you can sit to rest when you are finding it hard and the chances are you
are looking out on a beautiful view. 100% recommend. Below is the sunrise at the summit of Mam tor in
the peak district - I'd recommend this as your first mini Hiking experience as the walk is short but views
are beautiful.
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Spoonie Business:
innaboxdesign
Nikky from innaboxdesign creates
spoonie related graphics and turns them
into enamel pins, clothing and stickers
for the spoonie community. Her quirky
and comedic designs show our
community that we are not alone and
there is no shame in showing off chronic
illness in a lighthearted manner. Nikky
herself is an endo warrior and started
innaboxdeign 8 years ago.
PHOTO BY MARTIN R. SMITH

https://innabox.co.uk/
@innaboxdesign

Advocate of the month:
Dan Flood
Not only did Dan help us re-launch our Youtube Series this
month but he also posted a picture of himself with his ostomy
bag for the first time and has shared some cracking messages
of encouragement to the ostomy community since!

Dan is always searching for ways to spread awareness and
help the chronic illness community. He truly defines chronic
illness advocate and takes Chronically Fit to a whole new
level! An absolute legend that deserves recognition.
Dan..thank you for speaking out, showing support to your
fellow ostomates and smashing through your chronically fit
life.
Go and give Dan a follow at @floodgod01 on instagram.

You're not defined by an illness or condition, be proud of the battles
you've fought. - Taken from one of Dan's IG posts.

@floodgod01

CHARLOTTE'S MESSAGE
Our second newsletter already! How exciting!

Speaking of which, I recorded an episode for the

This is certainly making me pay attention to the

podcast Doing it Disabled this month so go and give

community more and I am looking forward to

them a listen on spotify and a follow on instagram

sharing more content, newsletters, videos and

and keep your eyes and ears peeled for my episode.

podcasts with you as time goes on.

@doingitdisabled

